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Problem: In-game NFL play-calling crucial, pre-play 
predictions important input to strategizing. 
Idea: Use pre-play data, including images, to predict 
outcome of play. 
Model: Benchmark ML, CNN, Transfer learning
- Input = Pre-play situation + Image
- Output = (1) Yards on play 

(2) Offensive play call (pass or run)
Results:
- (1) is too difficult with data and models
- Higher accuracy on (2)
- Image data not much value

1. Kaggle play-by-play NFL data [1]
• Provides labels: Y1 = yards gained, Y2 = 1{pass play}
• Other pre-play info (X1); Ex: Score, time, etc.

2. Manually collected 1,049 play images (X2) on NFL Rewind
Merge 1. + 2. by play
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1. Benchmark (1) = median yards (2) = guess most common play
2. Benchmark ML w/o image data (just X1) (LASSO and RF)
3. Shallow CNN w/ pre-play and image (X1 and X2)
4. Transfer Learning w/ VGG19 [2] trained on ImageNet (X1 and X2)
M = 1,049
Train / Dev / Test = 
75/12.5/12.5
Tune focus
- SCNN: learn rate, 

# hidden units
- Transfer: learn rate, 

# layers from VGG19

1. Models did NOT do well on predicting yards 
- Why? Benchmark as good
- Interpretation: not enough signal in the image or 

pre-play data for problem, too much overfitting

2. Models perform well on predicting play call
- Why? Achieve better test accuracy
- Interpretation: learn important times for certain 

play calls and how to predict based on player 
locations

3. Image data does not provide higher value
- Why? Pre-play RF does better
- Interpretation: pre-play data as valuable as 

player locations in problem

1. Figure out how to extract more signal for 
predicting yards (more detailed video data)

2. Add more structure to image data (label players) 
and transfer learning on other models (YOLO) to 
improve performance
3. Evidence for interpretations

Training 
Accuracy
Approx 0.9

---------
Approx 0.9

Training 
Absolute Yards
Approx 3

---------
Approx 3

# in Train = 786
# in test = 132

http://stanford.edu
https://youtu.be/bgYTJ0nTMHM
https://www.kaggle.com/maxhorowitz/nflplaybyplay2009to2016

